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AppBuddy Cloud for SAP C4C®
The productivity platform users love and IT trusts

In today’s enterprise world, operational processes that support the customer experience rely on complex multi-object 

feeling lost and frustrated.

Example use cases for AppBuddy Cloud 
Update Opportunity and pipeline information for better forecasts
Manage and act immediately on Leads and Campaigns
Maintain and update key Account data and Account plans with a 360-degree view 
of the customer
Quickly process and prioritize Tickets in your queue

Key Results

400% Improved productivity

Improved user adoption

Increased data quality

Reduced development costs

Key Features

Bring data from multiple 
sources in one screen 
without replicating, syncing, 
or moving data

Inline create, edit and mass 
update on multiple objects in 
the same view

Advanced admin and user 
defined filters

Intuitive 3 step Grid Wizard

Integrate your own actions 
and custom code logic

Conditional formatting to 
highlight key data

Embed grids on record pages 

All in a fraction of the time
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 AppBuddy is an industry leader in productivity solutions that simplify complex work, taking the enterprise systems you already have
and intelligently turning them into applications that users love and IT trusts. The AppBuddy Productivity Platform is used by hundreds
of organizations worldwide to improve pipelines, shorten sales cycles, and realize faster revenue conversion.
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Simplify complex work with a single actionable view
AppBuddy Cloud provides a spreadsheet-like workspace for quickly acting on core 
enterprise data within C4C or across other enterprise systems 

The most productive interface for business users

Keep your data in SAP C4C where it belongs

Customize for any user group

Point-and-click configurable, and code friendly

Mass UpdateCreate New
Expand to 
related objects User defined filters More actions

Configurable conditional formattingCreate new related object Record level actions

Admin filters
Field action sort/filter

Inline edit on parent and related objects


